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For ITER operation, resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP) applied for ELM control will er-

godise the plasma-edge magnetic field. This will strongly influence the topology of the magnetic

field at the divertor, leading to 3D patterns in the energy and particles fluxes. This will influence

impurity sputtering and transport across the separatrix. The aim is, to use the nonlinear extended

MHD code JOREK [1], to simulate the MHD response of the plasma to the applied RMP field,

with a consistent 3D description of the divertor. JOREK has previously been extended with

a module for kinetic particles (neutrals, impurities, fast particles), non-linearly coupled to the

MHD fluid [2]. The extended MHD model includes ExB drifts, diamagnetic drifts and neo-

classical flows. These drift have a large influence, for example, divertor asymmetries. For the

verification of the divertor solution in 2D, the results of JOREK simulations are compared to

the well-established 2D boundary plasma simulation code suite SOLPS-ITER [3] for an ITER

PFPO-1 scenario[4] (at 5MA, 1.8T). For this first benchmark, drifts are not included. To remove

the drifts in JOREK, the evolution of the magnetic and poloidal flows have been switched off

for this benchmark. Both have been investigated. In this study we benchmark divertor plasma

conditions and heat flux to the wall for both the fluid and kinetic neutral model (in JOREK).

We performed a neutral puffing scan, yielding attached to almost fully detached plasmas. Good

qualitatively agreement has been found between the SOLPS-ITER and JOREK solutions, going

from a peaked heat deposition profile at low gas puffing to the typical broadened double peaked

profiles near detachment at a higher puffing rates. As a first application, the JOREK code is

applied to study the effects of ExB and diamagnetic drifts on the divertor solutions. Applying

the extended MHD model yields a strong asymmetry in the behaviour between low field and

high field side. The inner divertor detaches at a significantly lower gas puff rate compared to the

outer divertor, generally consistent with results SOLPS-ITER [5]. The asymmetries arise from

the opposite flow directions of the poloidal flows near the separatrix on the low and high field

sides.
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